To get insight into the structural defects on medium range in metallic glasses, molecular dynamic simulations on cavitation instability are carried out. It is found that micro voids are prone to nucleate at the sites where atomic clusters are loose packing on medium range. Close-up observation on atomic clusters around the nucleation site shows that there are two kinds of defects on medium range: cavities among the atomic clusters and boundaries between medium range orders. Further investigation shows that the defects are significantly important in both cavitation and shear transformation, which are two intrinsic deformation modes of metallic glasses.
Introduction
Intrinsic structural defects such as vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries, usually play important roles in the mechanical behaviors of conventional crystalline materials. For example, plastic deformation is attributed to the motion of dislocations, and damage evolution process which leads to catastrophic failure is usually due to vacancy clustering, dislocation pileup, grain boundary sliding, etc. [1] In contrast, in metallic glasses (MGs) [2, 3] which are relatively new kind of materials and exhibit excellent physical and mechanical properties, what the intrinsic structural defects are and how they influence the material properties still fascinates and challenges scientists.
MGs are amorphous metastable solids which are usually made by fast quenching process. For the unique disordered structures, MGs are lack of long-range translational order and have long-range homogeneity. Thus, unlike their crystalline counterparts, heterogeneities on mesoscopic scale do not exist in MGs and their properties are significantly influenced by atomic structures on microscopic scale [4e11] . To characterize the atomic-level structure of MGs, much work has been done over the past few decades [12e23] . The atomic structure of MGs are initially described as dense random packing of hard spheres [12] . Now it is widely accepted that they have short-range orders (SROs), which is constituted by the atomic configuration of the nearest-neighbor shell, contributing to the first peak in the pair distribution function (PDF) [4, 13] . They are the basic building blocks [14] characterized by different types of polyhedra, and icosahedral (or icosahedral-like) order is the most favourable local order [16e18]. Recently, medium-range orders (MROs) have been found to exist in MGs too. The dense packing of atomic clusters by sharing shell atoms (face sharing, edge sharing, or vertex sharing) forms MRO [20,24e27] , thus the structural features are beyond the first peak in PDF to a distance up to 1e2 nm. Further investigation shows that the packing of clusters may be characterized as fractals [28, 29] . Furthermore, on a length scale beyond MROs, the material is believed to consist of hard matrix and soft zones (or liquid-like regions) [10, 11, 23] . The hard matrix, which is rich in interpenetrating icosahedral-like orders, are the backbone of MGs. Soft zones, which contain disordered clusters with low packing efficiency, are regarded as heterogeneities.
The above works established a relatively clear picture of structural organization in MGs, but the defects in such kind of material are far from being understood. It is well known that there are no vacancies, dislocations or grain boundaries in MGs. Free volume [30] and disclinations [31] are believed to be the structural defects. Free volume is the "flow defect", which can be described as local fluctuations of density. Disclinations are rotational defects, usually seen as sixfold and fourfold bipyramids. Now these concepts are widely used to understand the mechanical and physical behavior of MGs [32e39] . However, all of them can be regarded as defects on short range. As there are MROs which determine cluster packing over a longer length scale, they may be as important as SROs in affecting the material properties [4] . Then, are there any structural defects on medium range? How do they act during the deformation and failure processes of MGs [40e42]?
In this work, cavitation instability [43] in a binary metallic glass (MG) Cu 50 Zr 50 is studied via dynamic molecular (MD) simulations. To characterize the intrinsic structural defects, micro-structure evolution under tensile pressure is analyzed, with special attention on evolution of the atomic clusters around void nucleation sites. The physical picture of intrinsic structural defects on medium range is presented, and the role that the defects play in cavitation process is discussed. Besides, via additional simulations on compression of the material, we also show how the shear transformation event is mediated by the defects. Thus, the recognized MRO defects are significantly important in both cavitation and shear transformation, which are two intrinsic deformation modes of MGs.
Simulation and methods
The MD simulations are carried out with the open source code LAMMPS [44] . A simple binary MG Zr 50 Cu 50 is selected as the model material. We employ the Finnis-Sinclair type interatomic potential with parameters given by Mendelev et al. [45] to describe the interactions in the ZreCu system. Glass samples are prepared via a melting-and-quenching process [46] . Simulations are performed in the constant number of particles, pressure, and temperature (NPT) ensembles, the time step for integration is chosen to be 1 fs, and three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions with ambient pressure are applied. The initial system with~55,000 atoms is a fcc lattice in a cubic shape, with the sites randomly occupied by Zr and Cu atoms in accordance with the nominal composition. With different random seeds, several samples with different initial configurations are obtained. For each sample, temperature is raised gradually from 1 K to 2500 K, equilibrates for 100 ps and cools down to 300 K, with the same heating and cooling rate of 5 K/ps. After a further relaxation for 100 ps, glass samples with dimensions of~10 Â 10 Â 10 nm 3 are prepared. For simulations of cavitation instability, all the samples are subjected to uniform hydrostatic tension with the volumetric stain rate of~6 Â 10 À4 ps
À1
. The loading is carried out without temperature control, to capture temperature effects related to plasticity [47] .
To analyze the atomic structures of MGs, the Voronoi tessellation method is employed [48] . With this method, each atom is indexed with the Voronoi indices < n 3 ; n 4 ; n 5 ; n 6 ; ::: > , where n 3 , n 4 , n 5 and n 6 represent the number of triangles, tetragons, pentagons and hexagons on the Voronoi polyhedron, respectively. And the structure feature of the central atom and its nearest neighbors can be characterized.
Results and discussions
3.1. Micro-structure evolution during cavitation instability Fig. 1 shows the evolution of atomic configuration of one sample (denoted as S1) before a void is nucleated with colors indicating the normalized local atomic number density r=r mean . The red color represents lower values of r=r mean , while the blue color represents higher values. Atomic density fluctuation is clearly observed in this CuZr MG. As the applied tensile volumetric strain increases, a void is nucleated in the sample. It should be noted that the void is not nucleated in a region with the lowest density (or the highest free volume content), but in a region with relatively lower density as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Just before void nucleation, the density begins to decrease a lot at the nucleation site. As free volume is believed to play an important role during the void nucleation process [46, 49] , this phenomenon is beyond our expectation. It implies that not only the free volume content but also the atomic packing has significant influence. Fig. 2 show the change in population of polyhedra with increasing volumetric strain before void nucleation. Different types of polyhedra are sorted according to their population from large to small. Then the former 50 types are divided into 5 groups, each containing 10 types, and other types are counted in the rest group. As shown in Fig. 2 , in the initial configuration, the total fraction of the first group which contains the top 10 major polyhedra approaches 40%, while the rest 60% is the fraction of all the other groups. With increasing the volumetric strain, the fraction of major polyhedra decreases, corresponding to the increase in the fraction of minor polyhedra with the same amplitude. The larger populations the polyhedra have, the more their fraction decrease. In the first group, most polyhedra are stable or solid-like clusters with high density of fivefold bonds. Such as <0, 0, 12, 0>, <0 [51, 52] . In contrast, most of the minor polyhedra are usually liquid-like clusters fragmented with high disclination density [4] . Thus, the variety in population of polyhedra implies that the atomic structure of the sample becomes more liquid-like under tensile pressure. As liquid-like clusters are more unstable, atom rearrangement easily occurs. This feature is expected to benefit void nucleation.
Are voids prone to nucleate in the liquid-like regions in MGs? To answer this question, we propose a simple parameter to distinguish the liquid-like regions and the solid-like regions in the amorphous structure, as follows:
where F n is the fraction of the top n major polyhedra in the local structural environment, N cutÀoff is the total number of atoms within the cutoff distance, and N n is the number of the top n major polyhedra within the cutoff distance. It is known that MG would tend to maximize its favourable SROs, which elevates the stiffness and slows down the relaxation dynamics, and leads to more ordered configurations [53] . For a well relaxed MG, the major polyhedra are just the most favourable polyhedra in MGs. Thus, the main difference of atomic structure between the solid-like regions and the liquid-like regions can be attributed to the different fraction of major polyhedra. For a larger F n , it means that the local structural environment is dominated by the most favourable polyhedra and is dense packing in SRO. For the CuZr MG in this letter, a value of n ¼ 10 and a cutoff distance of 7.6 Å are used to obtain F n . Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of solid-like and liquid-like regions in S1. The red color represents lower values of F n , while the blue color represents higher values. Liquid-like regions and solid-like regions of nanometer scale are clearly distinguished. As volumetric strain increases, all regions become to be more liquid-like gradually. Beyond our expectation, void nucleation occurs at a solid-like region in the initial configuration. Just before the void is nucleated, the region turns to be liquid-like. Now the features of nucleation site in sample S1 can be concluded: it is located at a region with relatively lower density, but with relatively higher value of F n . To find the common features, cavitation instability in several other samples are explored. Fig. 4 shows the initial configuration of each sample with green circles denoting the nucleation sites. It is found that there is a little difference between some of the results. As the density becomes lower at the nucleation sites, a lower F n is required (see S2 and S4).
MRO defects and their effect of on cavitation
What is the nature behind the phenomenon? Based on the concept of free volume, we think that the total free volume content (denoted as v t ) is composed of two parts, as follows:
where v SR is the free volume content in an atomic cluster, determined by atomic packing in SRO; v MR is the free volume content among atomic clusters, corresponding to the cluster packing on medium range. Our results imply that a higher v t and a lower v SR benefits void nucleation. Thus, it is indicated that voids are prone to nucleation in the region where atomic clusters are loose packing on medium range. To further study the influence of cluster packing on the void nucleation, evolution of Cu-centered clusters around the nucleation site in S1 is examined as shown in Fig. 5 . In the initial configuration shown in Fig. 5(a) , clusters around the nucleation site exhibit icosahedral-like ordering. Some of them connect each other with common vertex forming MROs. Although atoms are dense packing in icosahedral-like SRO, the atomic clusters are somewhat loose packing in medium range. Cavities (empty spaces or a relatively large amount of free volume) can be found among atomic clusters, and a boundary, across which the icosahedral-like clusters are not connected, exists between MROs. With increasing applied volumetric strain, there is no apparent change in SRO. The full Fig. 1 . Evolution of atomic configurations before void nucleation in S1 at different volumetric strain ε v . The slice with thickness of 1 nm is taken for the illustration. The color indicates the normalized local atomic number density r=r mean . Fig. 2 . Change in population of major polyhedra as a function of volumetric strain in S1. icosahedral clusters remain stable, and other clusters are distorted slightly. However, the medium-range structures are gradually changed. As the SRO clusters separate from each other, free volume tends to accumulate at the sites of empty spaces, leading to the growth of the cavities. And the spacing of the boundary between MROs enlarges. During the process, MRO plays a role as confinement, for the connection between SRO clusters tends to prevent the separation. As the tensile pressure approaches to a critical value for cavitation instability, the confinement is broken and all the atomic clusters cannot keep stable anymore, they are severely distorted. Cleavage of atomic clusters occurs along the MRO boundary and coalescence of cavities takes place. Thus, a void is nucleated.
Based on the evolution of atomic clusters, it is obvious that the cavities and MRO boundaries play important roles during the void nucleation process. They are heterogeneities on medium range, and can be interpreted as intrinsic structural defects in MGs. On one hand, cavities among polyhedra are natural sites for free volume clustering. They can be interpreted as point defects in MGs, analogous to the vacancies in crystalline materials. In fact, there may be no regularly spaced cavities in MGs, for the atomic structure is usually densely packed and atomic clusters can be distorted to be accommodated in the overall structure [53] . We think that just in the region where the atomic clusters are too stable to be distorted and the cluster packing is loose in medium range, cavities (or empty spaces) can be left behind. On the other hand, MRO boundaries are the natural weak linkage of backbone structures in MGs. They can be viewed as planer defects, analogous to grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials. As connection of the icosahedral-like clusters forms strong network in MGs, it is difficult to break the network. The MRO boundary provide a cleavage or sliding path to separate one part of network from another.
Effect on shear transformation
Since the cavities and MRO boundaries are thought to be the intrinsic defects in MGs, it is expected that they not only play key roles in the cavitation instability, but also in other deformation behaviors responding to the external stimuli, e. g, the shear transformation. To demonstrate it, additional simulations on compression of the same sample S1 are carried out. Compressive strain is applied along the Y axis with a strain rate of 0.25 ns À1 at T ¼ 300 K and the period boundary conditions on three dimensions [8] . Fig. 6 (a) and (b) illustrate the atomic configuration of the same slice at different magnitude of strain. Plastic deformation is identified by the nonaffine displacement D 2 min proposed by Falk and Langer [54] with a time interval of Dt ¼ 40 ps. As compressive strain increases, the region with MRO defects (denoted by green circles) undergoes relatively larger plastic deformation, although there are plenty of stable icosahedral-like clusters. Details of atomic clusters evolution around the site is shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d) . At a lower stain of 0.05, shear transformation seems to occur on short range, which is achieved by slightly distortion of atomic clusters, such as <0, 0, 12, 0>, <1, 1, 7, 2> in Fig. 6(c) . And the cavities play a role like free volume which decreases free energy barrier for rearrangement [30, 55] . However, at a higher strain of 0.10, the shear transformation is closely related to the relative motion of atomic clusters on medium range, which is mediated by MRO defects. This phenomenon is similar to the grain boundary sliding behavior of polycrystals which involves the relative motion of two neighboring crystallites. It is clear that the cavities provide empty space for the clusters up and down to squeeze into, and the MRO boundary serves as a sliding plane.
Conclusion
In summary, via molecular dynamics simulations of cavitation instability in an CuZr MG, the atomic structural evolution process is studied. Although the number of simulations is limited, our preliminary results show that the nucleation sites are located at regions where the atomic structures are loose packing on medium range. Detailed investigation of atomic clusters around the nucleation site shows that cavities and MRO boundaries are intrinsic structural defects on medium range in MGs. They play important roles in void nucleation process. Under external tensile pressure, free volume is prone to accumulation at the sites, which induces growth of the cavities. The cleavage of MRO boundaries finally leads to coalescence of cavities, and then a void is nucleated. Further investigation on deformation of the MG under compressive loading shows that motion of atomic clusters on medium range is mediated by the defects, which leads to a shear transformation event. We therefore propose two kinds of MRO defects, i.e., cavity and boundary, between the SRO atomic clusters in MGs. They play critical roles in both cavitation and shear transformation of amorphous solids.
